Arrhythmias and sudden death
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Abstract
Objective We investigated whether combining several
ECG abnormalities would identify general population
subjects with a high sudden cardiac death (SCD) risk.
Methods In a sample of 6830 participants (mean
age 51.2±13.9 years; 45.5% male) in the Mini-
Finland Health Survey, a general population cohort
representative of the Finnish adults aged ≥30 years
conducted in 1978–1980, we examined their ECGs,
following subjects for 24.3±10.4 years. We analysed
the association between individual ECG abnormalities
and 10-year SCD risk and developed a risk score using
five ECG abnormalities independently associated with
SCD risk: heart rate >80 beats per minute, PR duration
>220 ms, QRS duration >110 ms, left ventricular
hypertrophy and T-wave inversion. We validated the score
using an external general population cohort of 10 617
subjects (mean age 44.0±8.5 years; 52.7% male).
Results No ECG abnormalities were present in 4563
subjects (66.8%), while 96 subjects (1.4%) had ≥3 ECG
abnormalities. After adjusting for clinical factors, the SCD
risk increased progressively with each additional ECG
abnormality. Subjects with ≥3 ECG abnormalities had an
HR of 10.23 (95% CI 5.29 to 19.80) for SCD compared
with those without abnormalities. The risk score similarly
predicted SCD risk in the validation cohort, in which
subjects with ≥3 ECG abnormalities had HR 10.82 (95%
CI 3.23 to 36.25) for SCD compared with those without
abnormalities.
Conclusion The ECG risk score successfully identified
general population subjects with a high SCD risk.
Combining ECG risk markers may improve the risk
stratification for SCD.
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Globally, sudden cardiac death (SCD) remains a
major cause of mortality, accounting for 10%–20%
of deaths in industrialised countries.1 2 However, in
many cases SCD can represent the first manifestation of an underlying cardiac condition, as almost
half of all SCD victims have no previously diagnosed heart disease.2 3
Currently, risk stratification for the primary
prevention of SCD, with an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), primarily relies on the
reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF),
despite numerous other SCD risk markers with
low individual predictive values identified.1 4

However, most SCD victims have a normal or only
a mildly reduced ejection fraction.1 3 5 Combining
several SCD risk markers, for example, electrocardiographic (ECG) parameters, into integrated
risk models may potentially improve risk stratification. Accordingly, several combinations of ECG
risk markers have been associated with a markedly
increased risk for SCD.6–8 However, these studies
have used different ECG markers with varying
complexity, and no ECG risk model is currently in
clinical use.
To evaluate the optimal combination of ECG
markers for SCD prediction, we assessed several
ECG parameters previously associated with SCD,
developed a cumulative ECG risk score, and evaluated its ability to identify subjects at high risk for
SCD using the Mini-Finland Health Survey, a large
Finnish general population cohort. Furthermore,
we validated the ECG risk score using a separate
large Finnish general population cohort.

Methods
Mini-Finland Health Survey population

The primary study population consisted of participants of the Social Insurance Institution’s Mini-
Finland Health Survey, conducted in 1978 through
1980. The detailed descriptions of the survey
protocol and methods appeared previously.9 10
Briefly, the survey consisted of health interviews,
including questionnaires about subjects’ health
status, diseases, medications, symptoms and lifestyles, as well as health examinations, including
measurements of the heart rate, blood pressure,
body mass index, serum cholesterol and a standard
12-lead ECG. A total of 8000 subjects ≥30 years
old representative of the Finnish population were
invited to take part, from which 7217 participated
in the health examination. The baseline diagnoses
were assessed using structured criteria based on
health interviews and health examination findings.

Electrocardiographic (ECG) measurements

A resting paper ECG was recorded from all subjects
with a paper speed of 50 mm/s. After excluding
missing or unreadable ECGs, a total of 6969
ECGs underwent digitisation and digital analysis
as described previously.11 We excluded subjects
(n=106) with atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter,
left or right bundle branch block, II/III degree
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Predicting sudden cardiac death in a general
population using an electrocardiographic risk score

Arrhythmias and sudden death

Follow-up

Subjects were followed from the baseline examinations in 1978
through 1980 until the end of 2011 using nationwide health
registers (Causes of Death Register maintained by Statistics
Finland and Care Register for Healthcare maintained by the
National Institute for Health and Welfare). The validity of these
registers has been well established.12 Of all the Mini-Finland
Health Survey subjects, 1077 subjects (27% of all deceased)
were autopsied during the complete follow-up, of which 194
were SCD cases (48% of SCD cases). Two cardiologists reviewed
all deaths due to cardiovascular causes using death certificates,
hospital records and autopsy records in order to determine SCDs,
and using the SCD definitions based on the modified Cardiac
Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (CAST) criteria.13 When disagreements occurred, a third cardiologist reviewed the case and established the final classification. The primary endpoint was SCD,
and the secondary endpoints consisted of non-sudden cardiac
death (non-SCD), death from any cause and cardiac hospitalisation due to coronary artery disease (CAD) or heart failure.
The follow-up time was limited to 10 years in the primary analyses in order to clarify the role of ECG in assessing risk since
the cardiovascular risk profile could ultimately change during a
longer follow-up period.

Cumulative ECG risk score

The cumulative ECG risk score was developed using a stepwise
method. The age-adjusted and sex-adjusted association between
individual ECG parameters and the risk of SCD was first analysed, omitting from further analysis ECG parameters with no
statistically significant association. The remaining ECG parameters were entered simultaneously into an age-adjusted and sex-
adjusted model, and those ECG parameters not independently
associated with SCD were then excluded from further analysis.
Any ECG parameters that remained statistically significant were
used to calculate the cumulative ECG risk score. In addition to
the primary risk score, we developed for comparison a secondary
ECG risk score from all the ECG parameters individually associated with the risk of SCD.

External validation cohort

The validity of the ECG risk score was assessed using the Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Study cohort, a general population
cohort study representing the Finnish middle-aged population
conducted from 1966 through 1972. Detailed descriptions of the
study design appeared previously.14 15 In short, a total of 12 310
subjects aged 30–59 years were invited to the survey, from which
10 957 subjects participated in the study. Subjects completed
a questionnaire regarding their medical history, underwent
428

baseline examinations, including measurement of blood pressure, total serum cholesterol level and recording of a 12-lead
ECG, and were then followed until the end of 2007 using the
same health registers as those used for the Mini-Finland Health
Survey. SCDs were determined based on definitions presented
in the Cardiac Arrhythmia Pilot Study.16 17 After applying the
same exclusion criteria as those applied to Mini-Finland Health
Survey subjects, the presence of ECG abnormalities used for the
risk score was determined manually from the 10 617 subjects’
ECGs.
All participants of the CHD Study and Mini-Finland Health
Survey were fully informed about the study, they participated
in the study voluntarily, and the use of information for medical
research was explained to them. Agreeing to participate in the
baseline health examination was taken to indicate informed
consent. The participants were free to unconditionally withdraw
their consent at any time, in which case their data were deleted.
It was not possible to involve patients or the public in the design,
or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination of our research.

Statistical analysis
The general linear model was used to compare the age and sex
adjusted mean values for continuous variables and the prevalence of categorical variables. We calculated the HRs and
their 95% CIs using the Cox proportional hazards model. Age,
sex, systolic blood pressure, total serum cholesterol, smoking,
diabetes and CAD served as covariates in the multivariate models
in both the Mini-Finland Health Survey and CHD Study populations. Kaplan-Meier plots were used to compare the survival of
subjects with different ECG risk scores. The effect modification
by baseline heart failure and CAD was tested using the Wald test
by entering an interaction term of heart failure and the ECG risk
score, and CAD and the ECG risk score, respectively. C-statistics,
an integrated discrimination index (IDI), continuous net reclassification improvement (NRI) and categorical NRI with predicted
probability risk groups of <5%, 5%–20% and >20% were used
for model comparisons. Model calibration was assessed using
Greenwood-Nam-D’Agostino test and by visually comparing the
predicted and observed SCD incidences.18 All reported p values
are two-sided and p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS
Statistics V.25 and R V.3.6.1 (https://www.r-project.org/).

Results
The prognostic significance of individual ECG parameters
Among 6830 Mini-Finland Health Survey participants (mean
age 51.2±13.9 years; 45.5% male), 986 subjects (14.4%) died
during the 10-year follow-up (mean 9.3±2.0 years), of which
123 deaths resulted from SCD (12.5% of all deaths). When the
ECG parameters were analysed individually, ER, delayed intrinsicoid deflection, delayed QRS transition and T-peak to T-end
>90 ms did not associate with an increased risk for SCD and,
thus, were excluded from further analysis. When the remaining
ECG parameters were included in the same model, prolonged
QTc, frontal QRS-T angle >90° and ST-segment depressions did
not remain associated with SCD and, thus, were excluded from
further analysis. Consequently, the final ECG risk score consisted
of five ECG abnormalities: heart rate >80 bpm, PR duration
>220 ms, QRS duration >110 ms, LVH and T-wave inversion.
Table 1 summarises the prevalence of ECG parameters, as well
as the risks associated with ECG parameters when analysed individually and when included in the same model simultaneously.
Holkeri A, et al. Heart 2020;106:427–433. doi:10.1136/heartjnl-2019-315437
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atrioventricular block, ventricular pre-excitation, a pacemaker
rhythm, or rare ECG findings not representative of the general
population. We also excluded subjects (n=33) with missing data.
After these exclusions, the remaining 6830 ECGs were analysed for the presence of ECG variables associated with mortality
and SCD risk relatively easily obtainable in clinical practice:
heart rate >80 beats per minute (bpm), a PR interval >220 ms, a
QRS duration >110 ms, a prolonged QTc interval (QTc >450 ms
in men and >460 ms in women), left ventricular hypertrophy
(LVH), early repolarisation (ER) pattern, delayed intrinsicoid
deflection, frontal QRS-T angle >90°, a T-peak to T-end interval
>90 ms, a delayed QRS transition zone, a T-wave inversion and
ST-segment depressions. The used ECG parameter definitions
are presented in the online supplementary material.

Arrhythmias and sudden death
Sudden cardiac death risk associated with ECG parameters in a 10-year follow-up in the Mini-Finland Health Survey

ECG parameter

n (%)

ECG parameters individually

ECG parameters in the same model

HR (95% CI)

P value

HR (95% CI)

P value

Heart rate >80 bpm

1067 (15.6)

2.43 (1.65 to 3.58)

<0.001

2.19 (1.45 to 3.31)

<0.001

PR >220 ms

143 (2.1)

3.23 (1.88 to 5.54)

<0.001

2.10 (1.20 to 3.68)

0.010
0.006

QRS>110 ms

310 (4.5)

3.07 (1.94 to 4.86)

<0.001

2.05 (1.23 to 3.41)

Left ventricular hypertrophy

947 (13.9)

2.42 (1.66 to 3.52)

<0.001

1.73 (1.15 to 2.60)

0.009

T-wave inversion

328 (4.8)

4.89 (3.21 to 7.46)

<0.001

2.29 (1.29 to 4.08)

0.005

Prolonged QTc

522 (7.6)

2.26 (1.46 to 3.51)

<0.001

1.27 (0.79 to 2.05)

0.328

Frontal
QRS-T angle >90°

847 (12.4)

3.14 (2.12 to 4.64)

<0.001

1.30 (0.78 to 2.19)

0.315

ST-segment depressions

336 (4.9)

4.02 (2.57 to 6.28)

<0.001

1.45 (0.85 to 2.46)

0.176

Number of subjects with ECG parameters (% of the total study population). Age-adjusted and sex-adjusted HRs, 95% CIs and p values for SCD risk associated with ECG
parameters calculated using the Cox proportional hazards model. Each ECG parameter was first analysed individually and then simultaneously with other ECG parameters in the
same model. When analysed individually, early repolarisation pattern, delayed intrinsicoid deflection, delayed QRS transition and T-peak to T-end >90 ms did not associate with
an increased risk for SCD, and were excluded from further analysis. Prolonged QTc = QTc over 450 ms in men and over 460 ms in women.
bpm, beats per minute; SCD, sudden cardiac death.

Baseline characteristics

The subjects’ baseline characteristics according to the ECG risk
score appear in table 2. No ECG abnormalities were present in
4563 subjects (66.8%), 1859 subjects (27.2%) exhibited one
ECG abnormality, 312 subjects (4.6%) had two ECG abnormalities and ≥3 ECG abnormalities were identified in 96 subjects
(1.4%). Subjects with ≥1 ECG abnormality were older, had
higher systolic blood pressure and were more likely to present
with diabetes, CAD or heart failure compared with subjects with
no ECG abnormalities (p<0.001 for all).

ECG risk score and outcomes

Table 3 provides the HRs and 95% CIs for SCD and the
secondary endpoints according to the ECG risk score. The
ECG risk score associated with SCD and all of the secondary
endpoints. The risk for SCD progressively increased with each
additional ECG abnormality, whereby subjects with ≥3 ECG
abnormalities exhibited the highest risk (HR 10.23; 95% CI 5.29
to 19.80; p<0.001) for SCD. In contrast, subjects with ≥3 ECG
abnormalities exhibited a moderate risk (HR 2.83; 95% CI 1.79
to 4.48; p<0.001) for non-SCD. Figure 1 illustrates the risk
for non-SCD and SCD according to the ECG risk score. The

Table 2

Kaplan-Meier survival curves for SCD and overall mortality in
the 10-year follow-up appear in figure 2.
The association between the ECG risk score and SCD risk
persisted in the complete follow-up of 24.3±10.4 years in the
multivariate model, with subjects with ≥3 ECG abnormalities
having HR 5.42 (95% CI 3.23 to 9.08; p<0.001) for SCD
(online supplementary material). Furthermore, the ECG risk
score associated with SCD risk in both subjects with and without
a CAD diagnosis, and in both subjects with and without heart
failure diagnosis, with no statistically significant effect modifications (online supplementary material).
The secondary risk score, consisting of all the eight ECG
parameters individually associated with SCD risk, associated
with progressively increasing SCD risk, but not as strongly as the
primary ECG risk score (online supplementary material).

Model improvement with ECG risk score

Compared with the baseline model of age, sex, systolic blood
pressure, total serum cholesterol, current smoker, diabetes and
CAD, the addition of the ECG risk score significantly improved
the model’s ability to estimate the risk for SCD. The C-statistics
for the baseline model was 0.871, improving to 0.898 using the

Baseline characteristics of the Mini-Finland Health Survey population according to the ECG risk score
ECG risk score
0
n=4563

1
n=1859

2
n=312

≥3
n=96

Male (%)

1985 (43.5)

926 (49.8)

158 (50.6)

41 (42.7)

Age (years)

48.9±12.9

54.1±14.5

61.9±14.0

70.1±10.1

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

138.6±20.8

150.1±23.2

163.3±27.5

166.5±28.2

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

85.4±10.9

89.3±11.7

91.8±13.8

88.6±14.0

Body mass index (kg/m2)

25.8±4.0

26.1±4.3

26.3±4.0

25.2±4.2

Total cholesterol (mmol/L, mg/dL)

6.9±1.4
267±53

7.1±1.4
274±53

7.2±1.5
279±58

7.1±1.4
276±54

Current smoker (%)

1048 (23.0)

408 (21.9)

65 (20.8)

17 (17.7)

Diabetes (%)

140 (3.1)

145 (7.8)

55 (17.6)

27 (28.1)

Coronary artery disease (%)

348 (7.6)

251 (13.5)

90 (28.8)

48 (50.0)

Heart failure (%)

201 (4.4)

216 (11.6)

99 (31.7)

58 (60.4)

Beta blocker medication (%)

261 (5.7)

148 (8.0)

37 (11.9)

9 (9.4)

Continuous data are presented as means±SD and categorical data as the number of cases (% of the total study population). The ECG risk score consisted of five ECG
abnormalities: heart rate >80 bpm, PR duration >220 ms, QRS duration >110 ms, LVH and T-wave inversion.
bpm, beats per minute; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy.
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Table 1

Arrhythmias and sudden death

ECG risk score
0
n=4563

1
n=1859

2
n=312

≥3
n=96

SCD
 # of SCDs

30

55

22

16

 Age-adjusted and sex-
adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

3.42
(2.18 to 5.36)

6.79
(3.85 to 11.98)

15.89
(8.42 to 29.97)

 Multivariate adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

3.11
(1.98 to 4.89)

5.59
(3.13 to 9.98)

10.23
(5.29 to 19.80)

Non-SCD
 # of non-SCDs

105

102

58

25

 Age-adjusted and sex-
adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.55
(1.17 to 2.04)

3.65
(2.62 to 5.09)

4.84
(3.09 to 7.57)

 Multivariate adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.37
(1.03 to 1.80)

2.90
(2.07 to 4.07)

2.83
(1.79 to 4.48)

Death from any cause
 # of deaths

414

366

139

67

 Age-adjusted and sex-
adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.50
(1.31 to 1.74)

2.57
(2.11 to 3.13)

3.85
(2.96 to 5.02)

 Multivariate adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.41
(1.22 to 1.62)

2.23
(1.82 to 2.73)

2.80
(2.14 to 3.68)

Cardiac hospitalisation
 # of hospitalisations

489

383

141

53

 Age-adjusted and sex-
adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.41
(1.23 to 1.61)

2.58
(2.13 to 3.13)

2.98
(2.23 to 3.98)

 Multivariate adjusted
 HR (95% CI)

1

1.26
(1.10 to 1.44)

2.05
(1.68 to 2.50)

2.01
(1.49 to 2.70)

The ECG risk score consisted of five ECG abnormalities: heart rate >80 bpm, PR duration >220 ms, QRS
duration>110 ms, LVH and T-wave inversion. The age-adjusted and sex-adjusted and the multivariate
adjusted HRs and 95% CIs for SCD, non-SCD, all-cause mortality and hospitalisation due to coronary
artery disease or heart failure (cardiac hospitalisation) in the 10-year follow-up were calculated using
the Cox proportional hazards model. Variables included in the multivariate analyses consisted of age,
sex, systolic blood pressure, total serum cholesterol, diabetes, current smoker, coronary artery disease
and the ECG risk score.
bpm, beats per minute; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy; SCD, sudden cardiac death.

ECG risk score, representing a statistically significant improvement of 0.028 (p<0.05). Furthermore, IDI of 0.037 (p<0.001),
continuous NRI of 0.397 (p<0.001) and categorical NRI of
0.125 (p<0.05) improved significantly. With the addition of the
ECG risk score to the baseline model, 21.1% of the SCD cases
were appropriately reclassified into a higher risk group and 9.8%
inappropriately reclassified into a lower risk group, whereas of

Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier survival plots for (A) SCD and (B) death from
any cause according to the ECG risk score in the 10-year follow-up. SCD,
sudden cardiac death.

Figure 1 Risk of non-SCD and SCD according to the ECG risk score
in a 10-year follow-up. Multivariate adjusted HRs and 95% (CIs) for
non-SCD and SCD in the 10-year follow-up according to the ECG risk
score. Variables included in the multivariate analysis were age, sex,
systolic blood pressure, total serum cholesterol, current smoker, diabetes,
coronary artery disease and ECG risk score. SCD, sudden cardiac death.
430

the subjects without SCD 4.0% were appropriately reclassified
into a lower risk group and 2.9% inappropriately reclassified
into a higher risk group (table 4). The predicted and observed
SCD incidences were similar, with some overestimation of the
risk in high risk subjects (figure 3). However, the Greenwood-
Nam-D’Agostino test showed poor calibration (p<0.05).

ECG risk score validation in the CHD study

Baseline characteristics of the CHD Study validation cohort and
the association between individual ECG parameters and SCD
risk are presented in the online supplementary material. Among
Holkeri A, et al. Heart 2020;106:427–433. doi:10.1136/heartjnl-2019-315437
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Table 3 Risk of SCD, non-SCD, all-cause mortality and cardiac
hospitalisation associated with the ECG risk score in a 10-year follow-
up in the Mini-Finland Health Survey

Arrhythmias and sudden death
ECG risk score in the CHD Study population are demonstrated
in the online supplementary material.

Baseline model+ECG risk score
Baseline model

<5%

5%–20%

>20%

Total

5853 (85.7)

141 (2.1)

4 (0.1)

5998 (87.8)

44 (36)

11 (8.9)

1 (0.8)

56 (45.6)

5809 (86.6)

130 (1.9)

3 (0.0)

5942 (88.6)

<5%
 No. of subjects
 (% of all subjects)
 No. of subjects with SCDs
 (% of all subjects with SCDs)
 No. of subjects without SCD
 (% of all subjects without SCDs)
 5%–20%
 No. of subjects
 (% of all subjects)
 No. of subjects with SCDs
 (% of all subjects with SCDs)
 No. of subjects without SCD
 (% of all subjects without SCDs)

 
244 (3.6)
8 (6.5)
236 (3.5)

 >20%

409 (6.0)
36 (29.3)
373 (5.6)

 
73 (1.1)

726 (10.6)

14 (11.4)

58 (47.2)

59 (0.9)

668 (10.0)

 

 

 No. of subjects
 (% of all subjects)

0 (0)

36 (0.5)

70 (1.0)

106 (1.6)

 No. of subjects with SCDs
 (% of all subjects with SCDs)

0 (0)

4 (3.3)

5 (4.1)

9 (7.3)

 No. of subjects without SCD
 (% of all subjects without SCDs)

0 (0)

32 (0.5)

65 (1.0)

97 (1.4)

 Total
 No. of subjects
 (% of all subjects)
 No. of subjects with SCDs
 (% of all subjects with SCDs)
 No. of subjects without SCD
 (% of all subjects without SCDs)

 
6097 (89.3)
52 (42.3)
6045 (90.1)

586 (8.6)
51 (41.5)
535 (8.0)

 
147 (2.2)

 

20 (16.3)  
127 (1.9)

 

SCD, sudden cardiac death.

10 617 CHD Study subjects (mean age 44.0±8.5 years; 52.7%
male), 115 SCDs occurred during the 10-year follow-up. Subjects
(n=4887, 46.0%) with one ECG abnormality (HR 1.51; 95% CI
0.96 to 2.38; p=0.072), subjects (n=1023, 9.6%) with two
ECG abnormalities (HR 2.36; 95% CI 1.35 to 4.12; p=0.002),
and subjects (n=26, 0.2%) with ≥3 ECG abnormalities (HR
10.82; 95% CI 3.23 to 36.25; p<0.001) exhibited a progressively increased risk for SCD compared with subjects (n=4681,
44.1%) with no ECG abnormalities. Model improvement with

Figure 3 Calibration of the ECG risk score with baseline model. SCD,
sudden cardiac death.
Holkeri A, et al. Heart 2020;106:427–433. doi:10.1136/heartjnl-2019-315437

Discussion

In this study, by combining five ECG parameters which independently associate with SCD risk, we successfully identified
general population subjects with a high risk of SCD. That is,
subjects with ≥3 ECG abnormalities had a more than 10-fold
risk for SCD compared with subjects with no ECG abnormalities, with similar results found in an external validation cohort.
Furthermore, the risk score associated more strongly with SCD
compared with non-SCD risk.
In previous studies, multiple ECG patterns associated with
SCD risk both in general populations and in cardiac patient
populations.1 However, since the predictive value of a single
ECG parameter remains relatively low, combining ECG parameters into an SCD risk score provides appeal.6–8 In a case–control
study, adding the heart rate, QRS duration and JTc interval
markedly improved the SCD risk prediction with LVEF.7
Similarly, in a study combining two large population cohorts,
adding the spatial ECG parameter global electric heterogeneity
improved the selective SCD risk prediction over non-SCD and
non-cardiac death risk.8 In another study using the same two
cohorts, the addition of an increased heart rate, QTc prolongation and T-wave inversion improved the differentiation of SCD
risk from the risk of a non-sudden CHD event.19 More recently,
the prognostic value of combining six ECG abnormalities was
examined using case–control population comparing SCD cases
with control subjects with the majority having diagnosed CAD,
the findings of which were validated using an established general
population cohort, with the cumulative number of ECG abnormalities associating with progressively increasing SCD risk.6 In
contrast to these studies, the present risk score was developed
and validated using two large general population cohorts and
used relatively simple parameters easily obtainable in clinical
practice. Moreover, it assessed not only the score’s ability to
predict SCD risk but also its specificity for SCD.
To identify the optimal combination of ECG risk markers, we
analysed the SCD risk associated with 12 ECG parameters previously shown to associate with an increased mortality or SCD
risk, of which five parameters persistently associated with SCD
risk when analysed simultaneously.1 14 20–25 During the 10-year
follow-up, 70% of Mini-Finland Health Survey subjects with ≥3
of the five ECG abnormalities died, of which 24% were SCDs
compared with the 9% of subjects with no ECG abnormalities
who died, among which only 7% were SCDs.
After adjusting for multiple cardiovascular risk factors, the
cumulative number of ECG abnormalities associated with
progressively increasing risk for SCD. Importantly, the ECG
risk score more strongly predicted SCD than it did non-SCD.
Furthermore, the ECG risk score also associated with SCD risk
in subgroup analyses of subjects with and without heart failure
or CAD. As almost half of SCD victims do not previously receive
a cardiac disease diagnosis, the presence of ECG abnormalities
may indicate subclinical or undetected cardiac disease, with
the first manifestation (without or in conjunction with acute
myocardial ischaemia) possibly being SCD.1
The validity of the ECG risk score was evaluated among
subjects from another general population cohort, the CHD
Study. Due to the inclusion of subjects aged 30–59 years, the
CHD Study subjects were on average 7 years younger and, consequently, exhibited different prevalences of ECG abnormalities
compared with Mini-Finland Health Survey subjects. In both
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Table 4 Risk stratification improvement with the addition of the ECG
risk score to the baseline clinical risk model

Arrhythmias and sudden death
Conclusions
The ECG risk score based on parameters available also in
the primary care setting presented in our study significantly
improved the ability to predict SCD risk in a general population
and successfully identified subjects at a high SCD risk. Future
research should investigate how to improve SCD prevention in
these high-risk general population subjects.
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Limitations
The present study has some limitations. The use of only Sokolow-
Lyon ECG criterion to assess LVH may have underestimated
the role of LVH, as the composite of LVH criteria may perform
better in SCD risk prediction.30 Furthermore, echocardiography
was not performed to survey participants, whereby the effect
of LVEF on the performance of the ECG risk score could not
be evaluated. We tested the performance of the ECG risk score
using diagnosed heart failure as a substitute for reduced LVEF.
However, the presented ECG risk score’s performance should
be assessed when combined with LVEF assessment in future
studies. Although the predicted and observed SCD incidences
were relatively similar, the risk model showed imperfect calibration when assessed statistically, likely due to mild risk overestimation in high risk subjects. The low number of SCDs during
the follow-up relative to the large study population may have
also affected the calibration statistics. Nevertheless, the ECG
risk score was able to discriminate successfully low and high-risk
subjects, highlighting the usefulness of the score in identifying
high SCD risk general population subjects.

Key messages
What is already known about this subject?

►► Almost half of sudden cardiac death (SCD) victims do not

have previously diagnosed heart disease, with SCD being the
first manifestation of the underlying condition. Current risk
stratification tools are insufficient at predicting the majority
of SCDs. Combining known SCD risk markers may improve
the risk stratification.

What might this study add?

►► The presence of multiple ECG abnormalities associated

with mortality and SCD was associated with increased SCD
risk in general population subjects, with the risk increasing
progressively with each additional ECG abnormality. Subjects
with three or more of the five ECG abnormalities assessed
had more than 10-fold risk of SCD compared with subjects
with no ECG abnormalities.

How might this impact on clinical practice?

►► Better SCD risk stratification in the general population could

identify subjects with high SCD risk and potentially improve
SCD prevention in these subjects.
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